is zero, hence the effect of bunch Coulomb field is absent [2] [3] [4] .
But for finite transverse dimensions of the bunch this compensation does not take place and .coulomb field of the bunch must be considered.c Coulomb field component will emerge automatically from any properly written basic equation, describing the plasma-bunch system. The main goal of the present work is to consider such eqs.
and to estimate the role of the Coulomb field component for plasma focusing and wake field generation. The focusing of charged particle beams moving in plasma is under discussion since the thirties [5, 6] . The modern approaches are stimulated by the problems of the luminosity enhancement and beamstrahlung suppression in future linear colliders [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The idea to use longitudinal wake fields, excit,ed by electrons or electron bunches moving in plasma to acce-,
I
lerate charged particles was set up in the early fifties [18, 19] .
Recently this idea has been further developed in numerous theoretical works [2] [3] [4] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and experimentally tested at ANL [11, 25, 26] and KEK [15, 27] . neutral plasma which will be described in the hydrodynamic approximation. In the considered case the components of the electric field £-r-:t:-.0, /Ex/~/Ey/, the magnetic fieldJ3;r=O> /By/~</8-x/ and it is possible also to neglect the >L -dependence of all the components of the fields. All quantities will be considered as functions of y and ~ =. ~-Yo -t only, which corresponds to the stationary (steady state) case. We will also neglect plasma ion motion.
In order to make the mathematical formulation of the problem more transparent we assume that plasma electrons have a velocity Nevertheless, adopted model, as we shall show below, preserves qualitative mathematical features of more realistic three-dimensional equations [24, 28] describing cold plasma -relativistic elec- one can obtain from the continuity """'
, at r-~ + oo (1) In order to obtain the fields generated by the electron bunch, let -us introduce the vector potential A { 0, ~A 2-) and seal ar potential ~ , obeing the Lorentz condition, and adopt the boundary condi-
Then.from the Maxwell eqs. it follows that (2) The solution of the relativistic eq. of motion for the plasma ele- is the Lorentz factor of the bunch electrons.
Eq.(4} corresponds to the analogous one obtained earlier [29] for the cylindrical bunch. Note the difference between the first and the second terms in eq. 
Jlc)
<I ( 6') and taking into account that
'62' as it was done e.g. in [30] , for the completeness property of the basic functions in (6), (6') eq. (8) will-not be fulfilled, if in ( 6') the 1 imi ts of integration are taken .( 0 7 A c.) which corresponds only to the periodic solutions. As it will be shown in the sequal, the nonperiodic components contribute to the Coulomb field of the bunch. It is known [1] that the screening of Coulomb field for the point charge is absent, when it moves in plasma with the velocity larger than the plasma electron thermal velocity Vo > ( \o'le/tn J ; hence the screening of the Coulomb field in the consi-
dered case is absent too.
The periodic components of the field contribute to the wake, built up inside and behind the bunch. The wake field does not exist in front of the driving bunch: this is due to the fact that in considered case the plasma wave has zero group velocity and does not propagate in space, therefore can not overtake the driving bunch [2] .
Our next step is the choice of the boundary conditions for g (A~ ,"i=) in eq. (8) . We_ take ~=0,~~/o~ = 0 for %!__.. 
It is worth to note that only the continuous and finite solutions of eq. (8) are under consideration. It is also possible to construct a noncontinuous solution of eq. {8) which will be, for example, zero in front of the bunch.for the nonperiodic case too, but in this case a surface charge of an unknown and not understandable origin should exist on the front o_f the bunch.
The existence of two types of solutions outlined above is the main difference between our approach and approaches presented previously. As we shall see in the following sections, under certain conditions this difference may be essential. 
The potentials and fields
The components of the electric fields may be calculated from the scalar potential using the following relations:
The scalar potential ~~ in front (subscript 1) of the bunch
::: 1:. In general, it is impossible to calculate analytically the integrals in (11) , (14), (15) . But if we shall not persue ~n quantitative precision of the calculations, it is possible to perform an approximate evaluation of these integrals. One of the possible approaches is the following. Let us introduce a new variable X=" 
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The resulting integrals can be expressed through known functions. 
where C\.h ~=-e~~ ... In order to obtain the electric fields we use relations (9) (10) and differentiate the potentials (11, 14, 15) under the integrals, then evaluate the obtained expressions in the same way outlined above we shall give the expression for the longitudinal field behind the bunch,-00 ~ 1! ~ -~ which will be useful for the estimation of the accelerating wake fields generated by the charged particle bunches.
Denoting the longitudinal component of the electric field behind the bunch by E. ~'if and introducing x.= A'j/ ~ c_ we have
t:.C.
t.~'a::: ~2'?+ ~l.a-)
).
,, from (18' '), {19' '), we have for th·e (20) the influence of the Coulomb component of the field is negligible. In the KEK experiment [14, 15] -'l.
Ac.~ \0-10-"Av.~iO-iO so, in order to esc.ape the influence .,
of the Coulomb component, the witness bunch should be placed behind the driving one on distances ~J >~ 1.5 -15 em. The bunch separation in the KEK experiment [15, 27] 
Self-focusing and focusing in the presence of the Coulomb field
Using (1) it is possible to find the total charge and the current densities of the plasma-electron bunch system in the model considered:
Hence, in the considered case from local charge neutralization ( ~ =0) follows local neutralization of the current and vice versa.
In the linear approximation from (21) and (3) From (11) , (14), (15) it is possible to find out the domain of the values of parameters involved when the condition (23) [13] Ac.. =3 10-~ . (We also take the plasma densities used in [13] which are high enough). For the interesting case of self-focusing of electron bunches the expressions (16) , (17) for the potentials inside the bunches should be used. They even for large values of the plasma density,· ~C' which is inversely proportional to the Lorentz factor, is so small that the compensation condition (23) is never fulfilled. This is due to the presence of the defocusing Coulomb field, which is not screened.
)
When condition (23) For the case of a positron driving bunch it is necessary to substitute n t ~ -n.. -b in all the formulae, in particular in (21') and {23). Then the condition of negative charge excess,i.e., the condition of self-focusing of the positron bunch, will be
~ Taking into account that 1'\ ~ enters in the expressions for the * potential 'f as a simple factor and we need to change t\t-:>-ne,_, it is easier to show that the conditions for the fulfillment of the unequality (23') are the same as for (23) .
Behind the bunch n.t =0, so from (21') and (3') follows the condition for the existence of the positive charge excess in the plasma J * ~'2..>01 (25) The eq. (25) is the condition for the fGcusing of electrons, following the driving electron bunches with a velocity \/~ = \( ~ \ .!.< ~ , the focusing force, being uncompensated by the magnetic field, could be large. The force (27) is acting also
. + (with the upper sign) for the plasma electrons. The potent1al ~~ is given by {15) and the field E: 22 by (10). For the estimate of these quantities we shall use the same technique as described above.
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Let us consider the case of a high energy driving bunch ( () .!:>> -i) and a not extremely dense plasma when Ac."':. 
4-•
)l..-\ :t -t-, 2.. ';:;:
,~, -1_ } Hence, the condition (25} will be fulfilled in the regions where functions of other variable. This eq. automatically. has both nonper~odic (Coulomb) and periodic (wake wave) solutions.
Having this in mind, let us consider the alternative approaches to the description of cold plasma-bunch system, presented in [24, 28] .
Following .the ideas of the work [24] we again, as in the previous section, consider the flat electron bunch moving in cold _.., 
and magnetic field is 8 ( f>, 0 1 0). it is possible to obtain the focusing system of nonlinear equations, describing our problem: we come to the eq. (5) for ¢ ( ~~ 2).
Thus all consequencies of eq. (5) are valid for the model considered in linear approximation in [24] , in particular the main result of the previous section, concerning to the existence and sometimes essential role of the Coulomb component. The expressions
for Ey and 5 components of the electromagnetic field will be in general different from those obtained in our model, because they must be found from eqs. (37'),(39'),(40').
Let us consider now another formulation of the problem arising from the work [28] .
Assuming the validity of relations
adopted in [28] for laser wake field acceleration for the description of cold plasma -relativistic electron bunch system, it is Performing inverse Fourier transformation we can use the Causby theorem and take the residues at the zeros of the determinant of the algebraic system of eqs. for transformants. It is very easy to show that the determinant has two real and two imaginary roots.one of the imaginary roots will be inside the integration contour and the residue will give the nonperiodic solution for JPe and ~ as functions of 2-.
It is necessary to mention, however, that the validity of the basic assumptions {48) for the problem of the rigid electron bunch moving in plasma needs some additional considerition (see, e.g.
[ 32]).
The results of this section show, as it was expected, that the very existence of the nonperiodic (Coulomb) component of the field, is independent from the way of plasma-electron bunch system de·scription. As it was shown in previous section at some condi t-ions this component must be take~ into account in the consideration of wake field generation and plasma focusing. At the nonlinear treatment, when linear approach sometimes is taken as a zero approximation, the role of the Coulomb field component may be even more essential.
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